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Innovative Safety Solutions

CONTACT US FOR A SAMPLE AT 800-522-6566

MASTER STOP™ MARINE Anti-Slip Tapes & Treads

Sure-Foot’s MASTER STOP® Marine line of 
anti-slip tapes are designed for use in and around 

your recreational watercraft.
These products utilize unique grit blends applied to a pressure sensitive adhesive
polyester film which provides an industrial strength non-slip surface without the
look and feel of aggressive industrial tapes. These specialized safety products are
now available in five (5) distinct colors. Our White, Brown, Beige, Black and
Grey products can be used on a wide variety of surfaces such as ramps, decks, 
pool areas, docks and gangways.

01- WHITE

MASTER STOP® 
Marine 

Advantages

Rolls available in 
2 inch and 4 inch 

widths

Treads available in 
5” x 24” die-cut 

pieces

Custom sizes 
available

Designed specifically 
for marine use made 

with a fine grit 
suitable for bare feet

Easy to clean, will 
not shred a sponge 

or mop

Treads come with 
one side pressure 
sensitive adhesive 

with removable liner

Visit
www.surefootcorp.com

for additional 
installation instructions

Made in USA

Master Stop® Marine Tapes and Treads are made with a 
proprietary blend of fine abrasive grit adhered to polyester 
film to provide maximum slip resistance while appealing 
to today’s savvy consumers. Our Marine line meets and 
exceeds OHSA and ADA recommendations for slip 
resistance on both flat and inclined surfaces. The 
adhesive backing with removable liner offers the 
versatility to be applied in both interior and exterior 
applications. Suitable for pet use and barefoot traffic, the 
Marine Collection offers superior anti-slip products in 
today’s appealing colors.

»  MASTER STOP® 
      Marine Safety Tapes and Treads

07- BEIGE

06- BROWN

27-BLACK

28- GREY
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01- WHITE

06- BROWN

07- BEIGE

28- GREY

27-BLACK

Master Stop® Marine Treads are available in 
pre-cut 5”W x 24”L pieces with rounded corners for use on 
steps, ramps and walking surfaces. This unique dimension 
will allow for use on standard 6” deck boards without the need 
to trim or cut the tread while simplifying the installation. Just 
peel and stick the treads to a clean, dry surface and it’s ready 
for immediate use. Visit www.surefootcorp for additional 
installation instructions.

»  Marine Treads

Master Stop’s® Marine line of tape is an easy and effective way to improve 
safety while helping minimize slips and falls. These specialty tapes are 
available in standard 2” & 4” wide rolls but can also be ordered in custom roll 
sizes if necessary. Our Master Stop® tapes and treads can be installed on a 
wide variety of surfaces such as wood, smooth concrete, fiberglass, metal or 
tile providing the surface is clean, dry and the temperature is between 50°F 
and 100°F. Visit www.surefootcorp for additional installation instructions.

»  Marine Tape Rolls

*xx identifies color of product i.e. 01= White

*xx identifies color of product i.e. 01= White
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MASTER STOP™ 
EXTREME Marine 
Tapes & Treads 

Advantages

Multi-layer grit 
embedding process 
lengthens product 

life

Simple peel and stick 
installation: simply 

peel and stick to any 
clean dry surface

Adhesive bond is up 
to 3 times stronger 

than standard 
anti-slip tapes

Available in Heavy 
Duty/ Coarse and 

Medium Grit in Black  
and Safety Yellow

Standard sizes of 
3”x 24”, 4”x 12”

6”x 24”, 6”x 36” and 
in 4”x 30 foot rolls

Custom sizes 
available

From offshore marine applications to the transportation industry, this specifically 
designed pressure sensitive adhesive material is capable of preventing slips, trips, 
and falls in the harshest environments. 

Master Stop™ EXTREME Marine Tapes & Treads are 
Sure Foot’s strongest peel and stick products. 

» General Info
 Made with a proprietary formula, 
Master Stop® EXTREME Marine Tapes 
& Treads are specifically designed to 
out perform standard anti-slip tapes. 
Master Stop’s™ EXTREME Marine 
multi-climate durable design is ideal for 
demanding applications where 
safety is a must. These tapes and 
treads meet and exceed OSHA and 
ADA recommendations for slip 
resistance. Marine Tapes & Treads are 
recommended for use in offshore and 
heavy marine applications, oil and gas 
rigs, heavy traffic areas, work areas, 
loading docks, stairways, ramps and 
walkways. Available in BLACK and 
SAFETY YELLOW, and in 
HEAVY DUTY/ COARSE and MEDIUM 
grit sizes.

HEAVY DUTY GRIT MEDIUM GRIT
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MASTER STOP™ 
EXTREME Marine
 Tapes & Treads 

Advantages
Easy to cut and trim

Useful temperature 
range of 

-40 ̊F to +175 ̊F 
(when applied 
properly per
installation 

instructions)

Tolerates steam 
cleaning, detergent 

cleaning, and low PSI 
pressure washing

Essentially 
unaffected by oil, 
grease, saltwater, 
mild acid, or alkali 

exposure
under normal 

conditions

Extremely durable

Custom sizes 
available

Visit
www.surefootcorp.com

for additional 
installation instructions

Made in USA

Heavy Duty/ Coarse Yellow

Medium Yellow

Medium Black

Heavy Duty/ Coarse Black

 Master Stop® EXTREME Marine Adhesive Technical Data
DESCRIPTION: 
A permanent type, solvent based, rubber based emulsion pressure sensitive 
adhesive.

THICKNESS (PTSC-33):
3.0 - 3.5 mils +/- .2 mils

ADHESION PROPERTIES (PTSC-101)
180˚ Peel Adhesion (immediate) lbs/in   9.2 (+/-0.7)
180˚ Peel Adhesion (24Hrs dwell) lbs/in  > 12.0

COHESIVE PROPERTIES (PTSC-107)
Shear Adhesion (1/2” x 1/2”, 500 gms) hrs  > 30 hours
Shear Adhesion (1/2” x 1/2”, 1000 gms) hrs  > 5 hours

TACK PROPERTIES (PTSC-6)
Rolling Ball, inches     < .75”

10/40 Grit Mesh Blend

10/40 Grit Mesh Blend

20/40 Grit Mesh Blend

20/40 Grit Mesh Blend


